
 

 
*This is a free translation I made (thanks for your kindness regarding multiples errors!) 
of my French blog article published on March 31, 2020: “Conversations avec Covid-
19”. 

 

Conversations with Covid-19 

 

Everyone has a place in the web of life. 
All contain the wisdom of Spirit. 

May we continue to communicate with and learn from each other, 
no matter the shape or size of our earthly containers. 

Penelope Smith 

 

Our beliefs, our own limitations, are the greatest obstacles to our evolution, to our healing. 

One by one, these barriers must fall if we want to access the heart of ourselves. 

If someone had told me one day that I could communicate with animals, I wouldn't have 

believed it. I didn't believe it was possible. 

But life took it upon itself to show me that my ability to exchange information, feelings 

with animals, in the invisible, was very real. 
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However, I hadn't really considered the possibility that telepathy could be done with all 

creatures, even the smallest ones, even invisible ones, even viruses... 

Yet it is. 

I've had two long conversations with Covid-19. 

Before sharing with you what we said to each other, I hesitated, because much of what he 

told me is impossible to verify. This is an aspect of my work that is also present when I am 

communicating with wild animals, or with lost animals; it is often difficult, if not 

impossible, to confirm the information received. 

Nevertheless, with Covid-19, I was able to validate some of the more technical aspects of 

it by going online afterwards. And for the rest, after having contacted him, I became aware 

of the information that three other animal communicators had recently obtained. The heart 

of the message emitted by the virus can be found in all these communications. 

I have therefore chosen to make my exchanges with Covid-19 public. I believe they can 

help to shed some light on what is happening and perhaps help to ease the transition, the 

changes that are coming to us. 

It is not my intention to try to take over the monopoly of the "truth" about coronavirus. 

Truths are multiple and evolving. I simply want to share with you those that have come to 

me at this time, with a lot of humility. 

For I am well aware that despite the feelings of authenticity that I experienced during this 

dialogue, error is always possible; projections, distortions must be considered. 

It is therefore with this long preamble that I invite you to discover what Covid-19 has 

confided to me. Take what resonates for you and leave the rest aside. Use your discernment, 

use your feelings; decide what you choose to absorb or reject in terms of information. 
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Communications with Covid-19 

(March 29 and 30, 2020) 

I come in contact very easily with what appears to me to be a sticky, viscous mass. It looks 

like a jellyfish, brown-violet, which "fizzles" inside. It's full of little "pustules" or "nuggets" 

that "breathe" within this mass. It reminds me of a ball of uncooked pizza dough, with its 

yeast bubbles... 

These "capsules" are linked together by invisible communication "sensors" - such as 

walkie-talkies or wi-fi - and can therefore coordinate with each other. 

This virus is in constant motion, never static. It is constantly renewing itself, transforming 

itself at every moment when it is "stimulated". This is the case now. But if we leave it 

alone, if we isolate it, for example by leaving it on a lifeless surface, without human 

"warmth", it will denature, go into dormancy, freeze and eventually die, because it will no 

longer be fed. However, even when isolated, it remains connected, in communication with 

the virus of which it is a part. There is ONE virus that expresses itself, manifests itself in 

several "representatives", a bit like the "spirit group" of a school of fish.  

- Hi, I'm Caroline. I'd like to meet you. Would you like to tell me about yourself? 

Yes, absolutely. I/we are very open to you humans, the world, to understand better who 

I/we are and what I/we do here. 

[The virus always expressed itself in both the "I" and the "we". For the rest of the text, I 

will only use the "I", but it must be understood each time as an "I/we"]. 

The openness of the virus to communicate is very great, I feel a real impetus towards me 

and humanity in general. It gives off a vast density/dimension... like what you can feel 

when you are at the edge of the ocean.... 

- Where did you come from? 

From elsewhere and from here, like you, humans. 
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A part of me comes from the cosmos, it is an old memory that is regenerated and that a 

part of you, humans, know for having already contacted it in other dimensions/spaces. 

However, my other part is the resonance of the distortion present on earth, the "rupture" 

between the fluidity (the natural order of things) and what is emitted by the MAJORITY of 

humans (the collective) at the moment I appeared. 

In fact, my creation, my birth, was one possibility among billions of others... My "cosmic" 

parcel has always existed (for a very very long time). It is "encoded" in the Whole. It existed 

as "potentiality". 

What made my creation on earth possible was the occurrence of this very specific 

frequency that humanity emitted (collectively). At that moment, my two components 

resonated and I was born. It was the human (terrestrial) frequency that gave birth to me, 

if you like. 

- And what is this frequency? 

A point of no return had been reached. That is to say, human thoughts, actions, emotions 

had reached a point where, if they continued to amplify in the same direction, a shift 

towards generalized chaos would take place. 

So I appeared as a "safety valve", to reach out to humanity. 

You can think of me as a kind of "automatic safety" mechanism that goes into action in 

order to preserve evolution, human life on this planet. 

Thanks to me, humanity is preserved. It is alerted to the malfunctions that are currently 

taking place and which are leading it towards involution, not evolution. 

- So, you appeared to heal us? 

 

- Yeah, you got it. 

 

- So we're sick... 
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Yes. Most of you have forgotten who you are. You live each for yourself, without true 

solidarity - when you help each other, it is often with the ulterior motive of being able to 

derive personal benefit from it. You need to get that back. Because these bonds that unite 

you to one another are your essence, they are the love that you vibrate, that you manifest. 

When you ignore each other, it is your divine part, it is yourself that you ignore. And that 

leads to chaos, to disorder. 

You are here on earth to learn, to learn from your past mistakes. To heal. If you fight each 

other, you deny yourself, you do not heal. That is what has happened: an amplification of 

your disharmonious thoughts, actions, emotions that lead you straight to chaos. 

- But why avoid chaos? Can't chaos bring us back to our essence, isn't it "good" for 

us? 

You don't know what I'm talking about when I talk about chaos. From chaos, very few of 

you would survive. And that is not what is intended nor what is wished for/desired (by the 

Source, the Divine Order). Chaos would result in the near destruction of humanity. What 

is intended is your evolution, your healing, not your destruction. 

So I have appeared to remind you of your duties as humans. 

- And how exactly are you doing that? 

Well, I'm returning all of you to your homes. Home. To your respective homes. Go back to 

your HUMAN duties. I'm talking about being HUMAN. Helping each other, listening to 

your neighbour, the joy of waking up in the morning and seeing that you are alive, that the 

sky is clean, that you breathe clean air. 

My presence takes away many of your usual daily distractions. This is necessary for you 

to find the meaning of your lives, its true meaning. The value of being alive. You need to 

face death to measure the value of your life. You need to be confronted with the possibility 

of your death and that of your loved ones so that you become aware of this value. And in 

reality, ALL of you are your loved ones. Each of those who have died, and will die TO 
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SAVE YOU, please give them the grace to acknowledge the gift they have given you, the 

gift of their lives. By their death, you cherish your life better, you become aware of the 

privilege that is granted to you to be alive and to be able to act, to think, to feel with a 

different conscience, more human than the one you had before my appearance. 

Your fate, the fate of humanity, and mine, is in YOUR hands. 

As soon as your frequency changes, I will no longer be able to live. I will have nothing to 

hold me on earth. 

- But right now, I have the feeling that people are so afraid of you, so afraid of 

dying, that this day is not about to come... 

You're wrong. Yes, humans are afraid, but it wasn't the "afraid" frequency that co-created 

me. It's the "ME, ME, ME" frequency, that kind of "unconsciousness" that you are "ONE", 

not individuals separated from each other. 

And so, in fear, you will have two choices: continue to think only of yourself, or feel united 

and in solidarity. 

I am present everywhere on earth, without difference of race, age, language, country, 

continent. I invite you all to go home, wherever you are, whoever you are, the same 

"medicine", the same "cure" for everyone. See one another. You are confined within 

yourself, no matter whether you live in the country or in the city, the healing is within 

yourself. 

- So what do we have to do concretely to heal? How do we stop emitting that 

collective frequency that created you? 

Love one another. Love you each other. Love me. I am the revealer of your denied, walled 

up, locked up humanity. 

Rediscover yourself, you human beings, with your goodness, kindness, tolerance, probity, 

integrity, civility, courage, solidarity, joy, laughter, appreciation. 
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This will not happen in a day. You have to integrate the new information’s that I induce in 

you, which takes a certain period of time. But it is happening one step at a time, it is in 

progress. It is an awareness that is individual, personal. Each one of you is invited to 

change what is "distorted" in himself in relation to what he is and what he manifests as a 

human being. When this work of personal evolution will be done for a majority of you, then 

the frequency that keeps me alive will simply be " disabled " and my presence too, by the 

same way. I will remain in " dormancy ", as a potentiality, of course. 

- Can you be more specific about what we need to be aware of? 

Your humanity. What your individual thoughts, actions, emotions create collectively. Your 

human part is gradually falling asleep to the benefit of your "dehumanized" part, carried 

by the hunger for profit, productivity and the negation of the needs of the other. 

- But there are many humans who act humanely, who work to improve themselves, to 

become better people, all the same. Why are they also targeted by you? 

I aim at everyone, all humans without distinction. I'm targeting the human part in all of 

you, without distinction. All within you, you possess the values of humanity. You stand 

together. You are billions, but you are ONE. Each of you has a job to do and I am here to 

ensure it. 

- Why are you attacking the respiratory system, the lungs? 

I'm striking where your awareness needs to be. Where you're sick: the exchange with the 

outside world. Breathing is an exchange. You breathe air from the outside, this air 

oxygenates you, "feeds" each of your cells, and in return, you expel to the outside the waste 

created by this transformation of air into "energy", into "vitality". EXCHANGE is 

equivalent, and vital. 

Currently, you take more than you give back. It is as if you were breathing in and out, 

without releasing the CO2 that provides the fuel necessary for trees and flora to breathe 

in their turn, to live, to co-exist alongside you. You are interdependent with one another, 

but you act as if you were alone in the world! 
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That is why I am here. 

Rediscover your humanity, your values of sharing and solidarity and I will no longer be 

able to exist. 

- You're giving me advice on how to make you disappear... Isn't that a bit curious? 

Don't you want to live, to continue to grow, to exist? 

I am not an "entity" at my own service, I serve the Source, the divine plan, so my own 

"death" does not cause me any difficulty. I proliferate and multiply myself as soon as the 

conditions are favorable for me. Otherwise, I disappear. I have no "will" to be in one state 

or the other (manifested or unmanifested). 

So yes, I will gladly give you the "conditions" for me to stop being active: stop envying 

each other and appreciate yourself as you are, live happily now with what you do have and 

with what you do not have, cherish yourself and cherish your loved ones, your neighbours, 

all those around you who are within your reach, within your hand's reach (this is one of 

the reasons for your confinement, which leads you to become aware of the links and the 

effects of your actions, thoughts, emotions on those around you), see in the other your own 

humanity. 

- And what about the planet, the pollution? 

You are at the heart of the situation, inside the "problem". You do not see it, it is difficult 

in your position to really "see" it. I allow you to rise, to rise, to withdraw from your routine, 

from your des-humanized automatisms, so that you become aware of the situation you have 

created. 

You were constantly in that breath that was retained, accumulated, and you did not see the 

forests that could no longer breathe. 

Now, thanks to me, you are becoming aware of the effect of your thoughts, actions, 

emotions on your environment, on the planet, on everything around you, humans, animals 

included. 
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- Tell me about confinement, which physically isolates us from each other. 

Some of you are "confronted" with finding yourself in front of your family that, perhaps, 

you have not treated humanely. That perhaps you have neglected, out of unconsciousness. 

Or you may be alone in your home, unable to visit your loved ones, some of whom are sick 

or elderly. Were these visits, which you seem to miss today, not, before my presence, tasks 

to be carried out rather than gestures of love, mutual aid and empathy felt with your heart? 

Before my arrival, did you really miss these contacts? 

Do you see how necessary it was for me to come and help you become aware of your 

distortions? 

All this is orchestrated with Love and Righteousness, for the higher welfare of humanity. 

So get to work, it is already underway, evolution is in progress. 

- Thank you. I am very touched and grateful to have been able to speak to you. I 

doubted it was possible, and I'm amazed by what's happening between us... 

I'm available for anyone who wants to come and talk to me, to discover me... I'm a part of 

you, don't forget that... 

- In conclusion, do you have anything to add? 

Love each other, help each other. Share, laugh, be human. Form a chain of love in 

solidarity - not just one day, one hour, all the time. And you'll be healed. I love you! 

 

 

 

Caroline Beauchamp, April 9, 2020 


